Chocolate Architect

Chocolate Architect is the sweetest program of all!

In this fun event, your group will bond over chocolate as they design and build various themed structures utilizing candies and chocolate delicacies.

Participants earn points for their team using Apple iPads® which deliver text, audio and video clues, chocolate trivia and exciting gaming challenges. All your memories of this delicious event will be captured with photos and video of your teams in action.

With the points they've earned, teams will purchase a chocolate construction kit as well as their own special materials package.

Your group can choose to build landmarks, buildings, stadiums or other recognizable structures from around the world including the Washington Mall, the Eiffel Tower, the Golden Gate Bridge, the Colosseum or the Empire State Building.

Will your team be the first to build Mount Rushmore?

Once structures are completed, final touches are added in the form of various colorful confectionaries. When their vision becomes reality, each team's creative interpretation will be displayed for the entire group to enjoy.

To ensure a great experience, aspects of this program may be modified for your group size, group makeup, time available, and other variables.

Clients Talk About this Program

"The most fun at our Chocolate Architect program was building the bridge and being creative about materials. The iPad photo challenges and the actual building of the structure were a great team builder. Your lead was a good moderator and our group as a whole enjoyed 100% of the activities."

Odette - Lam Research